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Abstract 
This commentary explores the implications of identifying an Antipodean economic 
geography distinct from an apparent Ango-American hegemony. I explore Wray et 
al’s proposal that there is a different kind of ‘edginess’ to the work produced by 
those on the underside of the world. Using an example from fieldwork in the 
highlands of northern Thailand I suggest that identifying with perspectives of the so-
called periphery, and striving to see those perspectives as, in fact, central is a crucial 
part of critical knowledge production. 
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Inspired by Raewyn Connells book Southern Theory (2007) Felicity Wray and Rae 
Dufty-Jones have brought together five antipodean geographers to explore the 
question “what, if anything, made the economic geographies produced from and 
within the Antipodes ‘different’ to those produced elsewhere?” (Wray et al, 2013). 
The contributors reflect on the components of their Southern Hemisphere 
experience that lead to scholarship and a scholarly community that is distinctive in 
some important ways. Phil O’Neil sums this up with the phrase “an edgy position can 
give critical attitude to Antipodean work”, referring perhaps to a general sense that 
‘we’ here on the underside of the world can not so easily assume that the dominant 
perspectives of Anglo-American geography are, in fact, true – since familiar examples 
close to home often contradict them.  
 
Such ‘edginess’ may indeed be helpful, even essential, to more critical perspectives. 
And certainly the situatedness of geographers, both in terms of where in the world 
geographers are from as well as the kinds of intimate engagements geographers 
maintain with research sites globally, lend a critical viewpoint to the discipline of 
human geography as a whole. If one takes seriously the disciplinary imperative to 
engage with people in place, the understanding of the particularity of different places 
that emerges makes it very difficult to unthinkingly impose theories and perspectives 
produced in the Metropole (as Connell accuses sociologists of doing). As Robyn 
Dowling and I have noted elsewhere (Dowling and McKinnon, in press) this 
produces a human geography that is somewhat amorphous, with no grand theory, 
but that is also the very strength of the discipline as a whole. 
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That said, I find it rather puzzling why the claim to a distinctive Antipodean 
perspective should be an appropriate or useful thing to think about. Connell’s 
concern is to remind sociologists that the Metropole is not the world and to put 
forward a call to democratise knowledge production. The call for the 
democratisation of knowledge is a useful reminder to keep doing what geographers 
have been doing for a while now, that is simply to take seriously the perspectives 
and experiences of the people we work with in all our different research sites 
around the world. What is problematic in Connell’s work is its reliance on a binary 
of Metropole versus Other that, through the very language being used, positions 
everything metropole at the centre, and all the rest at the periphery. In their 
introduction to the piece Wray and Dufty-Jones are at pains to state that they do 
not seek to position Antipodean “knowledges as singular and homogenous, nor as a 
conscious set of ‘other’ economic geographies”. To my view, however, this is an 
inevitable effect of phrasing the question in terms of what is different about 
Antipodean economic geography. Implicit is a positioning of Antipodes versus the 
rest. Language of the Antipodes as ‘edgy’ or peripheral’, and anecdotes recounted 
about how hard it could be to get Australian or New Zealand case studies published 
in Northern Hemisphere journal, reinforces the sense that ‘we’ are somehow not at 
the centre of things. Perhaps this is indicative of how things have changed with a new 
generation of geographers, or perhaps my experience is unusual, but I have never felt 
peripheral within the discipline due to an Antipodean identity granted by a New 
Zealand birth certificate (despite having been born in Fiji), my location in Australia, 
or the location of my research sites in Thailand, Sydney, and the Pacific. 
 
One of the key research sites for my research has been, in Connell’s terms, the 
periphery of the periphery. Given the name ‘Zomia’ by Van Schendel (2002), the 
highlands of mainland Southeast Asia cross the borders of Thailand, Myanmar, Laos, 
Vietnam, and China, and are home to a diversity of distinct peoples who are reliably 
cast as undesireable or problematic minorities within each of those nation-states. 
Learning about highland communities in the abstract I expected to feel ‘out there’ on 
the edges of everything when, in the year prior to starting my PhD research, I went 
to commence a year of volunteer work with an Akha NGO in northern Thailand. 
Living in an Akha village on and off over that year, it quickly became evident to me 
that I was not visiting the periphery. Instead it was I who had come from some far 
off place to be in the centre of the world. Here in the mountains different things 
were true and to fail to accept that would, for me, have taken some considerable 
effort.  
 
One moment during my time there comes to mind to illustrate my point: It was 
early January, and I'd just returned to Thailand after a month in California. A few 
days after I got back to the village one of the elders died. Four days of ceremony 
followed. A tree was felled and carved into a coffin the shape of a boat. Every day 
and all through the night the village gathered at the elders home while the team of 
shamans sang and sang and sang to guide his soul through its necessary farewells to 
home and family, and finally calling on the spirits of the ancestors arrived to guide 
him back to their land. The women gathered around the stove and cooked and 
cooked. The children and I learned funeral songs. Nobody slept and nips of rice 
whisky kept everyone going. Finally on the evening of the fourth day it seemed a 
darkness gathered in the ceiling of the house. Everyone was crushed inside and the 
air became suddenly heavy. The shamans singing changed and moment later it was 
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like the weather had changed - everything and everyone was lighter, the heaviness 
had gone. Later I was told this was the moment when the ancestors arrived and 
gathered the soul of the deceased - and it seemed entirely the correct explanation. It 
was reasonable and it felt true. 
  
Sitting in my office back in Australia it is very difficult to take seriously that this is the 
truth of what happened. Equally, it would be dishonest to write about that funeral in 
any way other than taking seriously both the experience I had and the sincerity of 
the explanation I was offered. Taking seriously the experiences and perspectives of 
people in ‘far away’ field sites is difficult and uncomfortable (as has long been 
acknowledged by an array of human geographers, including for example, Katz 1994, 
Rose 1997) especially when their knowledges do not accord with those that 
dominate in the University corridors back ‘home’. Certainly many researchers 
working in northern Thailand have opted to treat their field sites as sources of raw 
data from the periphery that could feed into metropole theory making – the 
outcomes of which were sometimes presented as a more insightful interpretation of 
highland societies than highlanders themselves had access to. One researcher I 
worked with during my PhD was told by her respondents that in order to 
understand the village she was working in she just had to read the work of the 
Anthropology professor who had worked there in the 1970s because he understood 
their culture much better than they did. The history of knowledge-making in/about 
the highlands is, however, more ambiguously positioned than this anecdote implies. 
Much of the support provided to highland research in the 1960 and 70’s was due to 
the fact that highlanders were identified as a potential source of communist 
rebellion. Northern Thailand thus became one of many sites simultaneously central 
and peripheral to Cold War struggles. Central because it was here that the 
ideological battle translated into armed rebellion, peripheral because the location 
was distant from both Washington and Moscow - the epicentre of Cold War 
politics. Sixty years on highlanders remain marginalized, international concerns have 
moved on, and these days it is highlanders themselves who are often driving the 
political agenda behind new research as they battle for recognition as indigenous 
peoples in Thailand. There is a very deliberate political strategy behind the push to 
be named as indigenous, part of which is the visibility and support that it can bring as 
a result of recognition by international accords (McKinnon 2012). It is a push that 
places highlanders as the centre of a global political struggle, by virtue of their status 
as people that have been placed always at the periphery of the Thai state. 
 
The purpose of my detour into the highland of northern Thailand is to illustrate two 
points. One is simply to hark back to an area of debate familiar to geographers, and 
that is that once you take a careful look the comforting hierarchies around centre 
and periphery (global/local; dominant/marginal) they begin to fall apart. Hegemonies 
are never quite so dominant as they seem (Gibson-Graham 1996; McKinnon 2008), 
global forces always more local and particular than familiar language of scale can 
convey (Howitt 1998; Marston et al 2005). These long standing dialogues ought to 
make us hesitate before invoking an Antipodean peripherality against an Anglo-
American hegemony.  
 
The second point is to highlight that there is always a politics to identifying 
something as this or that. Certain things become enabled with a certain 
identifications: certain truths step into view while others become obscured, certain 
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perspectives take precedence (whether the scholar’s or the villager’s), certain 
actions become possible (whether the bombing of so-called ‘rebels’ or the chance 
for a communities rights to be properly acknowledged). A certain fixity comes into 
play as something is named. What, I wonder, is the politics behind fixing ‘us’ 
economic geographers of the antipodes as Antipodean Economic Geographers? 
  
Perhaps, as Dombroski suggests in her commentary, the right question to ask is 
where could this newly named entity help us to go? I would add, and what politics 
does it enable us to enact? The features that make the contributions of antipodean 
geographers ‘different’ – edginess, and an awareness of ‘whereness’ – are not 
exclusive to Australia and New Zealand (as Aalbers commentary aptly points out). 
But they do seem features essential to critical research, essential to the 
democratization of knowledge that Connell is calling for, and essential to any 
commitment within the discipline to use knowledge-making as a way to act upon the 
world rather than simply accepting the legitimacy (or even existence) of hegemonic 
formations. Perhaps an ‘Antipodean’ identification is a way of capturing, valuing and 
placing at the centre the deliberate effort to look at the world from the ‘underside’. 
This may be a different kind of ‘difference’ from that which Wray et al are concerned 
with: an edginess which is not dependent on where you are in the world. But it does 
accord with the lessons I learned in the highlands and with the desire to ‘look for 
difference’ that runs through the work of J.K. Gibson-Graham and the Community 
Economies Collective: looking for what feels strange, what does not fit, what seems 
edgy to the dominant explanations of the world. For me, the first step in any 
research ought to be a feeling of discomfort and strangeness rather than recognition, 
not to think 'I know what is going on here', but to try to feel my way back again to 
that moment when I could feel the spirits gathered in the ceiling of the house and 
know that the elders soul really was being sung home, and it was I who was strange 
and peripheral, a marginal player permitted brief entry to the centre of the world. If 
Connell’s Metropole represents a bad habit of researchers taking for granted that 
they speak from the centre of the world, then perhaps we can adopt the term 
Antipodean to represent a habit of speaking from the ‘underside’ and of looking for 
difference.  
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